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Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.0in. x 0.7in.For seventy years, The Natural Gardens of North Carolina has been
a must-read volume for anyone interested in wildflowers, native plants, ecology, or conservation in
the state. This handsome revised edition features new line drawings and color photographs, an
appendix that updates the botanical nomenclature, an introduction that focuses on B. W. Wells and
his passion for the states landscape, and an afterword that discusses the continuing relevance of
Wellss ideas. One of the first scientists to write and lecture about ecology, Wells introduced North
Carolinians to the extraordinary tapestry of natural gardens, or plant communities, within the
states borders back in 1932. His purpose was to help readers understand a plant within its
community--a pioneering concept at the time--and to promote conservation. Moving from the
Atlantic coast westward, Wells identifies eleven major natural gardens: the sand dune community,
salt marsh, freshwater marsh, swamp forest, aquatic vegetation, evergreen shrub bog (or pocosin),
grass-sedge bog (or savanna), sandhill, old-field community, upland forest, and high mountain
spruce-fir forest. He devotes the first part of his book to a general account of the vegetation and...
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Reviews
Simply no phrases to explain. It is definitely simplistic but shocks from the fifty percent from the pdf. You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Antonetta Tr embla y
This publication is indeed gripping and interesting. It is rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just happy to inform you that this is the very best
publication i actually have go through during my individual existence and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Lela VonRueden
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